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The matter of experiencing buildings

i) guided tours

ii) *in situ* exhibitions

iii) simulations
Papandopulova Street, Split, Croatia  
(Ivo Radić, 1972)  
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The main artefact and the venue of the exhibition which focused on architectonic and urbanistic oeuvre of Ivo Radić in this part of Split.

TESERAKT, association for interdisciplinary research  
In cooperation with Gradski kotar Trstenik and KVART, association for contemporary art
Movie “The City Continues” (Grad se nastavlja) by Ivan Martinac projected on Ivo Radić’s building
Business building of corporation Jugodrvo
Dragan Jovanović and Momčilo Milovanović, 1986
The central square in Belgrade.

The building had authentic architectural values, being a rare example of steel construction used in architecture of Belgrade. Green reflecting glass façade was innovative and advanced solution at the time in Belgrade. Re-adapted in 2014 into hotel, without preserving the façade.
Life-sized project drawings by studio Vardehaugen
Ivan Vitić, 1965